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ECOYOUTH 

Empowering Youth on Ecological Transition

1 - Mobility to Spain

2 - Mobility to Mozambique

3 - Handbook

LATEST NEWS

The exchange, held in April 2022 was aimed at youth to develop

skills related to environmental good practices. The activities

organized by Concello do Porriño and IES Ribeira do Louro

included a visit to a water channel, a waste treatment plant, a

walk to learn about the natural environment and various seminars

on waste, pollution and sustainability. The activity helped young

people participating in the project to identify good environmental

practices to implement them in their own countries and

coollaborating with environmental causes. 

(O Porriño, Spain)

“You & the environment” 1.
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The ECOYOUTH team travelled in June to the

city of Nampula (Mozambique) to implement the

last of the mobilities to acquire knowledge

regarding environmental respect and social

engagement. 

Youngsters from the 4 participating countries

worked together and participated in different

workshops and social engagement conferences.

Official visits, seminars on agriculture, field

tours and a visit to an orphanage have been just

some of the activities that the team has carried

out in this event. The young people participating

in the activity thanked the ECOYOUTH team for

the experience, that entailed a radical change in

their minds and their conception of environment

and society.

(Nampula, Mozambique)

2. “Green awareness: tools

for engagement and impact” 

www.ecoyouth.eu

«An experience that we will never forget» 

https://aspea.org/index.php/pt/o-que-fazemos/projetos-internacionais/ecoyouth/820-uma-experiencia-que-levarei-comigo-para-a-vida-jovens-do-projeto-ecoyouth-em-mocambique
https://aspea.org/index.php/pt/o-que-fazemos/projetos-internacionais/ecoyouth/820-uma-experiencia-que-levarei-comigo-para-a-vida-jovens-do-projeto-ecoyouth-em-mocambique


3. MULTIMEDIA HANDBOOK

A Multimedia Handbook compiling Good Environmental Practices from

each of the partners' countries

ENVIRONMENT

TECHNOLOGY

ADDED VALUE

The Good Environmental Practices have been

selected according to the main necessities

identified in the first stage of the project: air,

waste and energy. Each of the partners

collected the 3 most significant GEP in their

countries. There will be 4 different Multimedia

Handbooks, one per country where the

interested public will have the possibility to

check the details of the GEP.  

Tecnology is a key competence for the modern

society, for that, the Handbook will be

produced in electronic format to improve IT

skills among the public. Also, that will

contribute to avoid the waste of paper, which

produces high level of emissions to the

atmosphere and consumes many litres of water

for its production.

The project will have an important added value

related to the inclusion of regional languages

in the project. Two regional languages will be

considered in the project: Emakhuwa from

Nampula (Mozambique) and Galician from

Galicia (Spain).  The inclusion of these two

languages in the materials will make them

more accesible for the entire population and

will contribute to the visibility of the diversity  

of languages around the world.
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